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“I, why am I swollen? Am I getting bigger?” 

“F*ck, why do you suddenly smell so fragrant? Hiss, hiss, come over and let me take a bite. Come, 

come!” 

“Wahahaha, Wahahaha…” 

“It’s so itchy, so itchy. Can someone help me scratch it? Oh no, my skin has fallen off!” 

“Help, what the hell is this thing? It’s so hot, so hot, mmm~” 

“Get lost, you pervert!” 

“…” 

Chaos! 

Madness! 

On top of the mountain peak, everyone seemed to have gone through a metamorphosis as they were 

tormented by the poisonous gas until they were no longer human. 

Some began to run, some began to have a fever, and some began to self-destruct… 

“What kind of poison is this!!!” 

Luo Yin was going crazy, he had never seen such a terrifying poison. 

Or rather, in normal battles, no one could directly poison their opponent. 

But today’s incident… 

Was it a disaster? 

Was it destined for him, Luo Yin, to suffer this disaster? 

Why was it that Young Master Xu was a pervert and even his subordinates were all like this too? 

Attacking the mountain was one thing, but using poison to attack the mountain, or cultivating poison on 

the spot… 

This, who could have thought of this! 

“Me!” 

Luo Yin suddenly saw stars. 

He felt that his symptoms were about to come out. Just by relying on his own immunity, he could not 

withstand it at all. 

Luo Yin did not want to become like the rest. 



However, he did not know exactly what kind of poison he had been poisoned with. In fact, the number 

of layers of poison he had been poisoned with might even be tens of layers. Ordinary methods would be 

difficult to resolve. 

“Dog shit!” 

Luo Yin hated that little girl to the extreme. As expected, one could not judge a book by its cover. 

He immediately took out a pill bottle and poured out a third-grade detoxification pill, the Li Hui Golden 

Pill, and swallowed it in one gulp. 

A top-tier sovereign pill had excellent medicinal effects. Even if it was not the right medicine, it had 

temporarily alleviated Luo Yin’s condition by quite a bit. 

The people around the mountain were still wailing. 

Luo Yin wanted to help. 

But he was only a descendant of the higher void, not a higher void. 

His wealth and foundation weren’t as rich as a higher void. How could he take out hundreds of higher 

void level golden pills and give them to everyone to consume? 

“Xu! De! Ye!” 

Luo Yin was burning with rage. He raised his head and roared, “If you have the guts, come out and fight 

me one on one. What kind of person are you to use such underhanded methods!” 

This roar was infused with a surging spiritual source and spread to all directions of the Fourth Dragon 

Range. 

Xu Xiaoji, as Young Master Xu, was still overseeing the battle at the foot of the mountain, and was 

confused by this sentence. 

What happened on the mountain? 

He wanted to turn his head and ask Xin Gugu, but he held back. 

Young Master Xu’s image was omniscient. How could he reveal his identity just because of a single 

sentence from the enemy? 

If Xu Xiaoji didn’t ask, someone else would. 

Xin Gugu pulled over a member of the Xu faction who had run down the mountain to catch his breath. 

“What happened?” 

The member of the Xu faction looked as if he had survived a disaster. “Leader Mu used a poison tactic to 

attack the top of the mountain. Our people ran down ahead of time. I’m afraid of death, so I ran the 

fastest!” He was still very excited. 

Xin Gugu was speechless. 



“Poison tactic?” The members of the Xu faction who were watching down below were all astonished 

and started to become a little chaotic. 

Using poison, no matter what era it was, was something that the formal path was ashamed of. 

Moreover, all of the people present were young talents from all over the place and not old foxes, so 

they disdained using poison. 

But the “Poison tactic” was used by Leader Mu… 

It seemed to be understandable? 

After all, she was not a person on the formal path to begin with! 

Xu Xiaoji saw that everyone’s reaction was strange. He coughed lightly and raised his voice. 

“A soldier had to be adaptable in all situations. Leader Mu used a poison tactic in order to attack the 

mountain. That was to protect everyone.” 

“Think about it. If you can take down the Fourth Dragon Range without bloodshed, why would you use 

the lives of your brothers to fill it?” 

These words were beautifully said. 

For a moment, all the Xu faction members’ emotions changed drastically, and they became grateful. 

After all, what everyone really cared about the most was whether or not they could participate in the 

trials in the future. 

The life and death of the enemy should never appear in the hearts of their own people. 

Xu Xiaoji saw that the feedback from everyone was good, but his heart was even more worried. 

Poison tactic… 

Young Master Xu’s brain was not ordinary. 

If he had really used a poison tactic to attack the mountain, how terrible was the situation for the 

people on the mountain be to be so angry? 

“Should we go and take a look?” Xin Gugu tilted his head and suggested. 

Xu Xiaoji thought for a moment, but he still followed his inner choice. “Let’s wait first. If we go up the 

mountain now, even you and I might not be safe.” 

Xin Gugu went silent. 

That seemed to be the case! 

He already knew that Young Master Xu was actually Xu Xiaoji, and that leader, Mu Zixi, was Xu Xiaoshou 

himself. 

Xu Xiaoshou was on the mountain. What was there to worry about? 



If he had such a heart, he might as well worry about whether he would suffer together after going up 

the mountain! 

… 

On the peak of the mountain. 

Mu Zixi, who was Xu Xiaoshou’s incarnation, had long left the range of the medicinal fragrance. 

However, when his “Perception” saw what was happening in the arena, he was also shocked. 

In the Yuan mansion world, the area related to the poisonous and spiritual medicine had long been 

separated from the normal space. 

Therefore, Xu Xiaoshou didn’t expect that the things he cultivated with these poisonous and spiritual 

medicine seeds would have such a high lethality. 

“It’s a bit too terrifying…” Xu Xiaoshou was speechless. 

He knew that the rank of his spiritual medicine wasn’t low. 

Even the Greedy the Cat Spirit was evolving along with the evolution of the Yuan mansion world. 

Spiritual Medicine had a much simpler way of growing. 

Even at the beginning, it was grade ten or grade nine. 

Now, it should have evolved to master grade five or six, right? 

Moreover, Xu Xiaoshou’s spiritual medicine rank wasn’t low to begin with… 

Although it wasn’t low… 

A land full of his poison seeds could directly poison hundreds of masters. This opened up a new world in 

Xu Xiaoshou. 
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“So fighting can be so simple?” 

This was much easier than using fire, sword, and physical body to fight to the death. 

Xu Xiaoshou had originally planned to test out the wood attribute’s ability on the Saha sacred physique, 

which was as hard as steel. He wanted to see if he could fight against Luo Yin with his current Dao realm 

comprehension. 

Now, it was only the first wave of attacks, and Luo Yin’s state was already utterly wrecked. 

What was there to fight!! 

Scattering poisonous seeds before the battle started was the correct entrance for a wood attribute 

spiritual cultivator! 

Xu Xiaoshou heard Luo Yin’s hissing and roaring from the top of the mountain, and felt that it was time 

for him to get closer. 



He used a spiritual barrier to protect his body, wrapping himself tightly to prevent himself from being 

poisoned. 

Then, he jumped to the top of the mountain. 

“What are you screaming for?” 

With his arms akimbo, Xu Xiaoshou questioned again, “I’m the one who wants to fight you. Why are you 

looking for Young Master Xu? Are you looking down on me?” 

He spoke without blinking as if he had completely adapted to cross-dressing. 

“Poison attack received, passive points, + 1.” 

“Hallucinated, passive points, + 1.” 

“Resented, passive points + 1.” 

“…” 

As soon as he appeared, the poisonous gas seeped into his body. 

However, before Xu Xiaoshou could react, the disillusionment finger’s “Spiritual awakening” removed 

the hallucination effect. The sovereign stage “Transformation” converted the poisonous gas into energy. 

“BURP!” 

Xu Xiaoshou could not help but burp. 

He looked at the miserable state of the spiritual cultivator on the mountain and compared it with his 

own situation. 

“I seem to have gone a little too far…” 

Luo Yin watched Mu Zixi appear, but she was not affected by the poisonous gas. His lungs were about to 

explode from anger. 

However, the poison and spiritual medicine came from her. She had the antidote in her hands. What 

could he do? 

“Come here!” Luo Yin waved his hand, he said fiercely, “Since you want to fight with me, I’ll give you this 

chance to get back at me. But if you lose, you must promise me to cure all the poison in my brothers’ 

bodies!” 

Xu Xiaoshou raised his eyebrows when he heard that. “You sure sound authoritative!” 

“What do you mean?” Luo Yin narrowed his eyes. 

“Why would I want to bet with you?” Xu Xiaoshou was so angry that he was amused. “You are now a 

stray dog, a prisoner of the underworld. How dare you talk to me with such a tone?” 

Luo Yin was speechless. 

He just wanted to extort this little loli. 



However, the other party didn’t seem as silly as she looked on the surface and was easy to trick. 

Xu Xiaoshou grinned, revealing two tiger teeth. He twirled his fingers and said, “Negotiating terms with 

you is fine by me. When I talk, you shall listen to me. If you can accept the terms, nod your head. If you 

can’t, I’ll send you all to heaven!” 

A negotiation. Perhaps the actual Mu Zixi would be deceived by this person if she came here. 

But who was Xu Xiaoshou? 

He would never easily hand over the initiative, let alone in such an advantageous situation. 

Luo Yin gritted his teeth and glanced at the miserable situation of his brothers around him. He could 

only nod and say, “Speak.” 

Xu Xiaoshou smiled. “I can help you detoxify. The condition is that all of you can not participate in the 

competition for the Fourth Dragon Range. Give this place to me!” 

Luo Yin wanted to speak. 

Xu Xiaoshou interrupted him and pointed at the spiritual cultivators, who were going crazy, on the 

mountain. He raised his eyebrows and said, “Pay attention, all of you are out of form now. If you 

continue to delay, I don’t even have to make a move and all of you will die.” 

Luo Yin struggled in his heart and finally nodded helplessly. 

The other party was right. The previous wave of poisonous gas was too fierce and too fast. Everyone was 

caught off guard. 

The loser had no right to speak. 

Other than accepting, Luo Yin had no other choice. 

Xu Xiaoshou said again, “Here’s the second condition. After you get up, everyone will hand in one point. 

I warned you guys about this earlier, can you accept it?” 

Luo Yin felt humiliated, but he could only accept it. 

Even though he accepted the terms, his mind was very clear. 

With just his own strength, wanting to take on thousands of people from the Xu faction was no different 

from a fool’s dream! 

“The third…” 

“There’s more?” Luo Yin interrupted angrily. 

Xu Xiaoshou chuckled. “You don’t want to hear it? You can turn around and leave!” 

Luo Yin replied, “… Speak!” 

Xu Xiaoshou raised his third finger. “As for the third condition, everyone else can reject, but you, Luo 

Yin, for the next 20 days, you have to be my vanguard general and be willing to go through fire and 

water for me!” 
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“Dream on!” 

Luo Yin rebuked him without holding back. 

He was a descendant of the higher void. How could he be subservient to others just because of the life 

and death of his companions? 

Although they were all brothers. 

But the nature of the so-called “brothers” had changed after that slap on the shoulder… 

Luo Yin understood the reality. 

These brothers, in the end, were just “brothers in distress” that he made within the Yunlun mountain 

range. 

For the sake of these people, he, Luo Yin, could choose to let go of some benefits, but that was because 

the descendant of the higher void was magnanimous, well-educated, and polite. 

But if he had to directly pledge himself to someone… 

Sorry. 

Him, Luo Yin, can’t do it! 

Xu Xiaoshou had long guessed Luo Yin’s answer. The dignity of a descendant of the higher void had 

always existed, and Rong Dahao was an example. 

However, dignity was something that could be destroyed, such as Rong Dahao… 

Besides. 

Other people could not subdue a descendant of the higher void, but with Young Master Xu’s status as a 

demi-saint’s descendant, it would not be too much to have another descendant of the higher void under 

his command, right? 

“Don’t be in a hurry to refuse.” 

Xu Xiaoshou landed on the peak of the mountain and stood properly, fiddling with his clothes, he went 

straight to the point, “My faction’s ambition is not in the Fourth Dragon Range, but the ‘Lord of the Nine 

Dragons’. Your aptitude is very high. If Young Master Xu was the one who came here this time, with the 

grudge between you two, I believe he would have sent you directly out of the Yunlun mountain range.” 

“But I am different!” 

As Xu Xiaoshou spoke, his tone became arrogant as he paced around, “Although we fought in the arena 

of heaven geomantic battle, I admire your ability very much. As the saying goes, if you don’t fight, you 

won’t know each other. I rarely hold grudges…” 

“How about this, you come to my Xu faction and join my subordinates. I will help you fight for the 

position of Dragon Guard.” 



“You should know what it means to be one of the eight great Dragon Guards under the Lord of the Nine 

Dragons!” 

Xu Xiaoshou strolled leisurely, his tone full of confidence. 

This was clearly only his first battle in the Battle of the Nine Dragon Range. As he spoke, it was as if he 

had already stood at the peak of the Nine Dragon Range and was beginning to command the winds and 

clouds. 

Luo Yin muttered to himself. 

He had to say that he was really moved by the other party’s words. 

He had fought in the mountain for an entire night and risked his life. However, due to the fact that he 

had no one by his side to rely on, not only was he extremely exhausted, but the results of the battle 

were even snatched away by others. 

Xu faction was different. 

Xu faction had over a thousand men under their command. As the number one faction in the Yunlun 

mountain range, no one could stop them wherever they went. 

On top of that, there were also the two leaders of the Xu faction, Young Master Xu, and Mu Zixi before 

him. They were all not pedantic people… 

Look at this! 

The other party attacked the mountain with a strategy. 

With a poisonous attack, he obtained the greatest victory at the smallest cost. 

Thinking from the other party’s point of view, Luo Yin had to admit that the members of the Xu faction 

were all great talents. 

In comparison, the one who attacked the mountain with brute force was the worst. 

“You still have time to think, but your brothers might not be able to wait any longer.” Xu Xiaoshou 

casually pressured him. 

Luo Yin turned to look at his brothers around him. 

It did not take long. In just a few words, the number of people on the mountain peak had been reduced 

by half due to the poison. 

But this, after all, had nothing to do with him! 

Luo Yin gritted his teeth, thinking about the key point that he was struggling with, which was freedom. 

So he was unwilling. 

However, opposite him, Mu Zixi attacked the mountain and struck at his heart with her words. After 

listening to those words, he could not find the slightest breakthrough and did not know how to respond 

for a moment. 



Speechless. 

Seeing this, Xu Xiaoshou moved away slightly, finally, he said, “I know that you, the descendant of the 

higher void, are a good person. Don’t worry, the people of my Xu faction will come later. However, the 

matter of you joining my Xu faction will not be publicized. I will definitely take your dignity into account. 

Even if Young Master Xu comes, I promise that he will be very polite to you.” 

How could Luo Yin care about these things? 

If he really joined the Xu faction, would he be afraid of being criticized by others? 

The descendant of the higher void worked for the descendant of the demi-saint. Even if he was 

unwilling, he would not lose dignity. What Luo Yin cared about was freedom! 

He thought for a moment and decided to haggle for a while. “I can agree to these conditions of yours, 

but…” 

“No buts!” Xu Xiaoshou waved his hand and interrupted him on the spot. 

He backed away slightly again and pointed at Luo Yin’s black pants, “If you don’t agree, you have to kill 

me. Otherwise, once you leave the Yunlun mountain range, I will announce to the world that you, Luo 

Yin, defecated in your pants in the Yunlun mountain range!” 

Luo Yin was speechless. 

This time, the veins on his forehead popped out. 

“You… are shameless!” 

After holding it in for a long time, Luo Yin could only curse out this sentence. 

He was shocked. 

During the previous fight, he did not see that Mu Zixi was so sharp-tongued. 

What was going on now? Not only did this little girl become sharp-tongued, but she was also full of 

tricks. She even dared to use a despicable threat such as “You defecated in your pants”? 

But… 

It was very effective! 

“I’ll give you three seconds to consider.” Xu Xiaoshou cautiously maintained a distance to prevent 

himself from being attacked suddenly and then began to count. 

“Three…” 

“I agree to your conditions!” Luo Yin gave up resisting, and his confidence was directly drained. 

He knew that the moment he laid a hand on Mu Zixi, the Xu Faction’s army would certainly charge 

forward. 

These were not important. 



What was important was that Young Master Xu alone could fight against a thousand armies. 

As long as this person came, Luo Yin would definitely not be able to withstand it! 

Rather than putting up a stubborn resistance, he might as well choose to be the one who knew how to 

adapt to the situation. 

Mu Zixi was right about one thing. 

As a descendant of the higher void, working under the descendant of demi-saint was not lowering 

himself. Moreover, Young Master Xu wanted to fight for the title of “Lord of the Nine Dragons”. With 

Luo Yin’s ability, he would at least be able to obtain the title of “Dragon Lord” of one of the ranges in the 

Xu faction. 

The result of the resistance would be zero. 

He would be able to obtain even more if he submitted. 
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Although he might lose his freedom for a short period of time, he would only lose his freedom during 

the Imperial City trial. Once he left the Yunlun mountain range, no one would be able to restrain him. 

Luo Yin was not stupid. 

The moment Mu Zixi threatened him, he knew that he would no longer have the chance to resist. 

The other party had him completely under control. 

“I have to say, you made a smart decision!” Xu Xiaoshou was happy. 

Now that he had another general, his journey to the Lord of the Nine Dragons was even more secure. 

If the Xu faction wanted to fight for the Lord of the Nine Dragons, they would have to take many actions. 

As long as the Xu faction took action, in the eyes of the Abyss Island, the red-clothed, and the Saint 

Servant, Young Master Xu and Mu Zixi would have an alibi. 

While they fought alongside the Xu faction, during his free time, Xu Xiaoshou would be able to 

cooperate with the Saint Servant and deal with the movements of the red-clothed people after Yi’s 

death. 

… 

After Luo Yin agreed, he didn’t think about anything else. 

He pointed at everyone around him and said, “Quickly detoxify the poison!” 

Xu Xiaoshou came back to his senses and nodded gently. 

Detoxification was difficult for others, but it was much easier for him. 

He clapped his little hand. 

“Little Tree, transform!” 



He transformed. 

Xu Xiaoshou turned into a towering ancient tree. The branches of the ancient tree were his left and right 

arms. The extension of the branches was equivalent to the extension of his arms. 

In just an instant. 

Countless branches spread out and pierced into the bodies of the poisoned people who were still 

struggling on the mountaintop. 

“Hiss!” 

The breathing technique was activated. 

The terrifying poisonous force, including everyone’s spiritual source and part of their life force, was all 

absorbed into Xu Xiaoshou’s body. 

“BURP!” 

“Transformation” was activated. 

The poisonous force turned into a wonderful energy, and the ancient tree let out a sudden burp. 

Then, the ancient tree that Xu Xiaoshou had transformed into began to convulse violently, as if it was 

experiencing something extremely comfortable. The tree crown became even greener, so green that it 

was lush and verdant. 

After a long while, it finally stopped its comfortable movements… 

Xu Xiaoshou returned to the appearance of a little Loli, and he looked as if he had received beautiful 

nourishment. His face was red, and the aura of his life force was very rich. 

It was a close call. 

Fortunately, no one noticed the comfortable and embarrassing state he was in when he swallowed the 

life force. Otherwise, he would not be inferior to some people who shit their pants in the Fourth Dragon 

Range. 

Luo Yin rushed to a brother in front of him to verify it. He found that the poisonous force in this person’s 

body was empty, but his spiritual source was also empty, and half of his life force had been sucked out. 

“You even sucked their life force?” He glared at him. 

Xu Xiaoshou had an innocent look on his face. He spread his hands and said, “Then what can I do? This is 

the only way to detoxify them. Why don’t you give them elixirs to replenish their life force?” 

The characteristic of the life-devouring wood physique was that it would absorb life force. 

Lei Xi’er had already told Xu Xiaoshou about this in the Yuan mansion world. 

Even if she didn’t say it, Xu Xiaoshou would still absorb some in case he was exposed. 

Moreover, the imitator was imitating Mu Zixi herself. Once she started to suck, all kinds of energy would 

really come over. It was better to have too much than to have too little. 



Being able to stop himself from draining the life energy of everyone could already be considered that Xu 

Xiaoshou had a very strong will. 

Luo Yin was speechless. 

For a moment, he didn’t know what to say. 

If he had hundreds of people on the mountain, why would he be threatened by others? 

“If you don’t have the ability, then don’t waste your breath. I’ve already tried my best.” 

Xu Xiaoshou muttered and walked away. Holding the spatial ring, he returned the poisonous spiritual 

medicine on the mountain to the Yuan mansion world. 

“Cursed, passive points + 1.” 

… 

“It stinks!” 

As soon as he left, Xu Xiaoshou immediately felt the bitterness of the “Central battle situation”. 

A group of people gathered near the Dragon Guard flag. Those things that spilled out after they were 

poisoned could be said to be extremely stinky. 

Xu Xiaoshou had no choice but to block his sense of smell. 

After he removed the poison, he thought that he had to get the Xu faction members to come up and 

clean up the place later. 

Otherwise, this Fourth Dragon Range probably wouldn’t be able to stay here even if they were a little 

mysophobic. 

Not to mention guarding the mountain and asking people to become the “Dragon Lord”. 

He casually instructed a member of the Xu faction to call Young Master Xu, who was in charge of the 

overall situation at the foot of the mountain, to come up and take over the place. Xu Xiaoshou took care 

of all the small matters and turned back to look at Luo Yin. 

“Dragon Guard flag!” He stared at the six flags on Luo Yin’s back. 

Luo Yin took down the Dragon Guard flags and handed them over. 

Since he had already submitted, there was no point in talking about it. 

If he was not selected as the Dragon Lord of the Fourth Dragon Range, then there would definitely be 

other Dragon Lords’ positions in which he could prove his worth. 

Luo Yin did not ask for anything else. 

Young Master Xu only needed to assign three to five hundred people to him. It would not be a problem 

for him to conquer the other Dragon Ranges! 



Xu Xiaoshou took the six Dragon Guard flags that Luo Yin handed over and called out to him. Then, he 

went to the two remaining Dragon Guard flags. 

Previously, under the poisonous gas attack, the two people in charge of getting the flags had no choice 

but to stop the flag removal process because of their diarrhea. 

Now, only these two flags were left on the mountain peak. The title of “Dragon Lord” would be in his 

hands. 

Fifteen minutes. 

Under a situation where no one attacked, Xu Xiaoshou and Luo Yin each took one flag and pulled out all 

the Dragon Guard flags. 

During this period of time. 

Most of the people of the Xu faction had already gone up the mountain to clear the battlefield. They had 

returned to the foot of the mountain and set up camp on the mountainside. 

Due to the large number of people, the Xu faction’s defensive line had even been pulled to a few 

thousand feet around the Fourth Dragon Range. They had set up various covert sentries to prevent 

others from launching a sneak attack. 

The original group of people on the mountain peak had also recovered from their poisoned coma and 

woke up one by one. 

These people were all under Luo Yin’s command. 

Luo Yin, on the other hand, became the captain of another small team of the Xu faction. 
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No one resisted. 

What a joke! 

Even Young Master Xu was here, who dared to resist? 

After Xu Xiaoji went up the mountain, everywhere he went, he borrowed the power of the leader and 

lived a happy life. He was called out “Young Master Xu” one after another until he felt as if he was 

floating in the air. 

The eight Dragon Guard flags were all pulled out, leaving only the Dragon Lord’s flag on the mountain 

peak. 

The core members of the Xu faction surrounded the Dragon Lord’s flag. 

The team leaders, Young Master Xu’s two guardians, Young Master Xu (Xu Xiaoji), Luo Yin, Mu Zixi (Xu 

Xiaoshou) .. 

These people formed the members of the first “Dragon Lord’s meeting”. 

The topic of the meeting was nothing more than who was going to take the first Dragon Lord’s flag. 



As for the “Lord of the Nine Dragons” candidate, no one dared to covet it. The only one who was truly 

qualified to compete with Young Master Xu was obviously Mu Zixi who had always been evil! 

“Young Master Xu, you should be the one to take the First Dragon Lord’s flag.” 

Rong Dahao saw that no one dared to make a sound, he immediately said, “The one who takes the first 

Dragon Lord’s flag will send eight Dragon Guards. The eight Dragon Guards will each lead their own 

forces to compete for the Dragon Lord of the other Dragon Ranges. When the time is right, Young 

Master Xu, you will become the Lord of the Nine Dragons.” 

Everyone nodded. 

The leaders of the other factions in the Yunlun mountain range might not even dare to think of the title 

of Lord of the Nine Dragons. 

However, the core members of the Xu faction all felt that if Young Master Xu wanted to make a move, 

he would definitely point his sword at the Lord of the Nine Dragons. There was no other possibility. 

This confidence shocked the new captain, Luo Yin. 

The people of the Xu faction were all very arrogant.. 

Luo Yin did not dare to make a sound. He looked at the familiar Young Master Xu, Xu Deye, and waited 

for the latest instructions. 

Xu Xiaoji pondered, as if he was thinking, but his mind was blank. 

A blank mind did not mean that Xu Xiaoji could not act. 

He was silent for a long time until everyone was trembling with fear. Then, he turned to look at Mu Zixi. 

“Leader Mu, what’s your opinion?” 

Xu Xiaoshou did not stand on ceremony. He placed his hands on his hips, then, he began to instruct her 

Loli faction. “If you want my opinion, I only have one thing to say… a tall tree attracts the wind. Young 

Master Xu, you can not be the Lord of the Nine dragons! The danger that the Lord of the Nine Dragons 

will have to bear must be borne by another person!” 

Everyone’s eyebrows jumped wildly when they heard this. 

Leader Mu was really daring! 

It seemed that she still held a grudge against the fact that Young Master Xu had usurped the position of 

leader of the Xu faction that she had personally trained! 

However, everyone knew that Young Master Xu doted on Leader Mu. In the Yunlun mountain range, 

perhaps only Leader Mu would dare to speak in such a manner. 

Her intentions were obvious to everyone… 

Xu Xiaoji also smiled. 

However, he did not seem to understand the hidden meaning behind Leader Mu’s words. He asked 

again, “Then according to Leader Mu’s opinion, who should bear the risk?” 



As the best actor, he indeed deserved this title. 

Xu Xiaoji didn’t know what Young Master Xu would do next, so he simply gave the initiative to Young 

Master Xu and left it to Young Master Xu to decide. 

In any case, his current identity as Young Master Xu had a special relationship with Young Master Xu’s 

identity as Mu Zixi, and he urgently needed to make up for it. 

Young Master Xu had seized Mu Zixi’s position as the Leader of Xu faction. Obviously, he still had the 

intention to compensate her. Therefore, as long as Young Master Xu needed it, Young Master Xu could 

logically give Mu Zixi the position of ‘Lord of the Nine Dragons’. 

If he acted well, there would be no problem even with the red-clothed watching. 

Xu Xiaoshou played the ignorant Mu Zixi. Someone who thought that she, herself, was resourceful, but 

her schemes and tricks would always be seen through by others. 

However, in her heart, she really understood. But, she was still pretending to be ignorant. 

Therefore, he grinned foolishly. Mu Zixi, who was Xu Xiaoshou’s incarnation, imitated an old fox and 

looked at the others one by one. “Everyone, who do you think can take on this important task?” 

Everyone present was a genius of the five regions. How could they not know that Leader Mu did not get 

the position of leader of the Xu faction and was thinking about the bigger title of “Lord of the Nine 

Dragons”? 

“This heavy responsibility is difficult for me to shoulder.” Rong Dahao chuckled and cooperated with the 

silly Leader Mu to give her a way out. 

“I can’t do it either.” Xiao Jing followed the rod. 

“Me too.” Zhao Xiu scratched her head and agreed. 

“I can’t do it…” 

“Me too…” 

“Me too…” 

Tai Xing, Mo Beibei, Xin Gugu, Liu Changqing, and the others all expressed that they were overwhelmed 

by the heavy responsibility. 

This made Luo Yin dumbfounded. 

Was Mu Zixi doted on by the entire group? 

Was her position in the Xu faction so high? 

Did everyone, including Young Master Xu, have to respect her? 

“I can’t do it either.” Luo Yin finally looked at Mu Zixi and said. 



Xu Xiaoshou was immediately amused, like a silly fool, and said, “Since everyone can’t do it, then I’m 

afraid that only I can take on this heavy responsibility… I’m not afraid to tell everyone that I can do 

things that you can’t do!” 

Xu Xiaoshou, who looked like a little girl, stood up as he spoke. He held his head high and puffed out his 

chest, his flat chest. 

“Leader Mu is mighty!” 

“Leader Mu is amazing!” 

“Leader Mu is the dragon and the phoenix among the people. She is stunning and brilliant. We can’t 

catch up to her!” 

The group of people offered their flattery, and the little girl’s face looked as if she was floating in the air. 

Xu Xiaoji, however, knew that there must be another reason why Young Master Xu wanted the “Lord of 

the Nine Dragons”. Therefore, he followed Young Master Xu’s intention to make up for Mu Zixi and 

waved his hand. 

“In that case, Leader Mu, you will be the one to pull out the Dragon Lord’s flag of the Fourth Dragon 

Range!” 
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“Beep.” 

“Congratulations to trial-taker Mu Zixi for pulling out the Dragon Lord’s flag and activating the great 

array of Dragon Range to become the fourth Dragon Lord!” 

At the same time that Xu Xiaoshou pulled out the Dragon Lord’s flag, all the trial-taker in the Yunlun 

mountain range received this prompt at the same time. 

Xu Xiaoshou put away the Dragon Lord’s flag, he could feel the power of the great array of the Fourth 

Dragon Range, and he was the first to be blessed with it. 

His body, reaction speed, and spiritual source recovery speed were all enhanced by the array. He could 

clearly feel all of his attributes increasing at the same time. 

However! 

It was better than nothing. 

Perhaps to others, the improvement of these basic attributes could increase one’s combat power by 

more than one level. 

However, Xu Xiaoshou’s passive skills had already been enhanced by too much. 

The power of the Dragon Range was indeed strong, but it could only be the icing on the cake. 

Xu Xiaoshou couldn’t help but sigh. This passive skill of his was actually equivalent to carrying the power 

of the Dragon Range’s great array and fighting with others at all times… 



With the birth of the Dragon Lord, the Dragon Range’s great array was automatically activated. 

Xu Xiaoshou received the reward of the Fourth Dragon Range’s great array token. 

This was a sovereign-level array. It was used to guard the mountain, and it was clearly enough to deal 

with a large number of innates and masters. 

Unless one encountered an incomparably powerful master stage genius who could cross ranks to fight, 

the spiritual array’s power would be useless. 

For example, Young Master Xu… 

“It’s quite strong.” 

Xu Xiaoshou weighed the array token and familiarized himself with the use of the great array of Dragon 

Range. On the surface, he was beaming with joy because he had become the Dragon Lord. 

“Congratulations, Leader Mu!” 

“Congratulations, Leader Mu!” 

“…” 

On the mountain peak, many team leaders came in time to flatter Leader Mu, making her feel as if she 

was floating on cloud nine. 

Xu Xiaoshou was full of joy as he began to talk about serious matters. He said in an old-fashioned 

manner, “Since I have become the Dragon Lord, the next step is to bestow the title of the Eight Great 

Dragon Guards. Which one of you wants to conquer the other Dragon Ranges?” 

Xu faction did not lack talent. 

However, the great array of the Dragon Range was indeed a little too strong for ordinary trial-taker. 

Perhaps only Rong Dahao, Luo Yin, Su Qianqian, and a few other outstanding people were able to lead 

troops to break through the great array of the Dragon Ranges. 

However, taking Zhao Xiu, Xiao Jing, and Mo Beibei for example. Even if they were given sufficient 

manpower to attack the other Dragon Ranges, the outcome would be unknown. 

After all, only four people were able to win the title of Dragon Lord. 

Apart from the Fourth Dragon Range, there were Jiang Xian from the First Dragon Range, Tang Zheng 

from the Sixth Dragon Range, and Gu Qingsan from the Eighth Dragon Range. 

“Young Master Xu, Leader Mu!” 

Rong Dahao thought for a while and said, “The First, Sixth, and Eighth Dragon Ranges have already been 

conquered. The other party has the great array of the Dragon Range. It will be difficult and time-

consuming to break through it again.” 

“But the other Dragon Ranges are different…” 



He paused for a moment and said, “The other Dragon Ranges have yet to give birth to a Dragon Lord, 

which means that the battle is fierce. However, no one is outstanding for the time being. We can start 

with these Dragon Ranges. The difficulty will be lower.” 

Actually, everyone understood what he meant. 

Rong Dahao only said it to help Leader Mu. 

How could Xu Xiaoshou not know about this? 

However, the identity of “Mu Zixi” was indeed a little silly. Therefore, his eyes lit up and he clapped his 

hands, “Well said!” 

Everyone was confused. 

Xu Xiaoji thought for a while and felt that since Young Master Xu did not intend to take charge of the 

process, he should use his own mouth to say some words. 

Xu Xiaoji had already understood the situation of the Yunlun mountain range and he was very clear 

about it. 

“Let me tell you what I think!” 

As soon as he said this, everyone immediately looked over and listened attentively. 

Xu Xiaoji had a wise expression on his face as he said, 

“Hold on to the Dragon Guard flag for the time being. Whoever can accept the order to go out and seize 

the Dragon Lord’s position of the other Dragon Ranges will be given a position as the Dragon Guard of 

the Fourth Dragon Range.” 

“There are close to a thousand people in the Xu faction, but if we are divided into nine teams, then our 

combat strength will be scattered.” 

“In my opinion, we should send out two teams at once. The team leaders will split into two teams. The 

first team to seize the Dragon Range will use the great array of the Dragon Range to defend the 

mountain. The rest of you will return to the Fourth Dragon Range immediately and bring your men to 

continue the expedition to the other Dragon Ranges.” 

When he said this, everyone nodded their heads. 

This was indeed the best method that everyone approved of. 

“Then who will come out to fight?” Xu Xiaoshou tilted his head and asked at the right time. 

Immediately, many of the team leaders stood up. 

“I’ll do it!” 

“I can!” 

“I’ll definitely conquer a mountain for the Xu faction!” 

Everyone spoke one after another, including Luo Yin. 



After all, the Dragon Lord could earn a million points a day, who wouldn’t want to make a contribution? 

“I…” Xiao Wanfeng also opened his mouth to speak, but after struggling for a while, he finally decided to 

shut up and obediently serve everyone tea and drink. 

“What do you think?” Xu Xiaoji looked at him. 

This young man, who had been specially instructed by Young Master Xu, was not an ordinary person 

who served tea and water. He needed to be taken seriously. 

Everyone looked at him. 

Xiao Wanfeng immediately became nervous and stuttered, “I do have some opinions, but…” 

“It’s okay to say it,” Xu Xiaoji comforted him. 

Xiao Wanfeng’s expression brightened. He thought of the encouragement Young Master Xu gave him 

outside the camp last night. He became more confident and said, 

“In my opinion, it’s actually quite difficult to win the title of Lord of the Nine Dragons.” 

“Let’s not talk about other places. Just the three Dragon Ranges that have been conquered, Jiang Xian, 

Tang Zheng, and Gu Qingsan, we don’t have many people left who can compete with them.” 

Everyone’s expressions froze when they heard this. 

Indeed, this was something that everyone would deliberately ignore, but it had to be said that this 

troublesome point was also very important. 
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Xiao Wanfeng clenched his teacup tightly and waited for a moment. Seeing that the crowd did not 

refute him, he continued, “My idea is that we should send people to the other Dragon Ranges that have 

yet to give birth to a Dragon Lord. However, we will need to send forth our highly skilled talents to 

compete with those experts.” 

“Jiang Xian is of demi-saint’s lineage, Young Master Xu can fight him. Tang Zheng’s combat ability is 

extremely strong. Brother Rong and Brother Luo can fight him. However, Gu Qingsan…” 

Xiao Wanfeng stopped suddenly. 

Everyone’s mood became somber. 

Gu Qingsan was terrifying enough to not be afraid of provoking the cutting paths. He was the sovereign 

who had led more than a dozen trial officers to rampage the Yunlun Mountain Range. 

Who could beat him? 

Young Master Xu might be able to. 

But if Young Master Xu was to go against Gu Qingsan, who would be dealing with Jiang Xian? 

Rong Dahao pondered and said, “The biggest problem right now is that no matter who among us 

becomes the Dragon Lord of another Dragon Range, our combat strength will be subdued. Because we 



have to defend the mountain to prevent others from attacking. In terms of combat strength, the Xu 

faction is indeed stronger, but it is not indestructible enough to crush the entire bunker of Yunlun 

Mountain Range.” 

Everyone fell silent. 

This was the truth. There was no dispute about it. 

It was indeed difficult to obtain the title of Lord of the Nine Dragons. 

Xu Xiaoshou, on the other hand, had a plan. In fact, he had more than a dozen ideas that could resolve 

this situation. 

However, currently, he was Mu Zixi. Even if he was anxious and eager, there was not much he could do. 

His large eyes could not help but stare at the others. His expression seemed to say, “Can you do it? Can 

you do it? Why aren’t you looking at me?”. 

Everyone avoided looking at him. 

Until Xu Xiaoshou stared at Su Qianqian. 

Su Qianqian’s gaze only made brief contact with him. She looked at Xu Xiaoji and said seriously, “The 

Eighth Dragon Range, Senior Brother Gu’s fort. I can help you get it. This is my way of repaying 

everyone’s kindness.” 

Previously, she and Xiao Wanfeng were targeted by Jiang Xian and Duo’er because of the spatial origin 

stone. They were almost sent out of the Yunlun Mountain Range. However, the Xu faction helped to 

mediate the situation. 

Nevertheless, everyone knew that Su Qianqian’s senior brother could still successfully overcome the 

situation without the Xu faction’s assistance. 

Gu Qingsan had led the trial officers away. His words “Who dares to touch my junior sister?” could save 

Su Qianqian from any harm. 

Jiang Xian and Duo’er were both demi-saint’s descendants. Thus, they were more cautious and had a lot 

to worry about thereby did not react rashly. 

At most, they would only snatch the spatial origin stone. However, they still wouldn’t hurt Su Qianqian 

in the slightest. 

Of course, these were all just for show to impress the overseer of the Cloud Realm. 

For Su Qianqian, as long as Big Brother Shou was here, she didn’t need any other reason to give away 

the Eighth Dragon Range. 

The reason why she found Xiao Wanfeng was to find Big Brother Shou in the hope to bid him goodbye. 

To say farewell to Tiansang Spirit Palace, Tiansang City, and the past… 

After the trial at Yunlun Mountain Range ended, Su Qianqian only had one last path left. It was not the 

Holy Palace, but the Burial Sword Tomb. 



Xu Xiaoji felt uncomfortable under Su Qianqian’s serious gaze. 

He knew about her information and background. 

She was a good friend of Young Master Xu, virtuous and fine, like a younger sister. 

However, due to their identities, they couldn’t directly expose themselves. Hence, he had to continue 

the performance. 

Therefore, Xu Xiaoji waved his hand and smiled, “I only lent a hand because of Xiao Wanfeng. You 

helped to protect my people. If we had to talk about this, I am the one who owes you a favor.” 

Su Qianqian said calmly, “You owe me, and I owe you. I want to give you the Eighth Dragon Range. 

Senior Brother Gu will agree. He is also very grateful to you.” 

Xu Xiaoji was immediately amused. “Then consider it two favors!” 

Su Qianqian’s lips curled up, but her expression quickly returned to calm. “Sure.” 

Xu Xiaoshou watched from the side with mixed feelings. 

Su Qianqian did not know that currently he was Mu Zixi and Young Master Xu had been replaced by Xu 

Xiaoji. 

Since everyone was reticent in discussing important matters and not the minute details of things, it was 

understandable that Su Qianqian did not see through Young Master Xu’s true identity. 

However, the little girl had traveled thousands of miles to look for her Big Brother Shou in the Yunlun 

Mountain Range. Time and time again, she had especially helped him with her Senior Brother Gu and 

the Burial Sword Tomb. However, she did not dare to reveal her intention to help so openly as she was 

afraid that it would affect Young Master Xu’s position… 

Others did not know. 

Xu Xiaoshou saw through her intention. 

Su Qianqian seemed to have gone through a lot of trouble to repay him for such a very small matter. It 

was a very insignificant matter, but to her, it was extremely important. 

Farewell! 

Xu Xiaoshou felt a little bitter in his heart. 

In just a few short months, he had been through a lot. 

From the Tiansang Spirit Palace to Tiansang City, to the White Cave, to Dongtianwang City, and now to 

the Yunlun Mountain Range… 

These experiences were enriching. He met many interesting people on his journey who had helped him 

to understand many things that he couldn’t understand in the past. 

However, Su Qianqian seemed to have experienced more. Her personality had changed. 

The massacre of her family, the great responsibility of reuniting her clan… 



Heavy pressure fell on her tiny shoulders, which she shouldn’t have to bear at such a young age. If it 

were anyone else, even an adult would probably be on the verge of breaking down. 

However, Su Qianqian did not break down. 

She was the sword-bearer of the famed sword, the Epitaph of City Snow. She would never forget that. 

Perhaps she had come here because she had obtained the opportunity of the Burial Sword Tomb. She 

wanted to put the past to rest and embark on a new journey! 

This final farewell represented the beginning of a new journey, as well as her leaving the pain of the past 

with the hope of forgetting… 

By some strange coincidence, she bid her farewell to Xu Xiaoji, a stranger instead. 

Xu Xiaoshou saw what Su Qianqian wanted to show him and heard what she wanted to say to him. 

However, Su Qianqian revealed all of her thoughts to a replacement, Xu Xiaoji. 
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And yet, these scenes happened under the witness of the parties involved. 

Life was like a play… 

Xu Xiaoshou sighed. 

He had a strange feeling of “an outsider watching a play, people in the play narrating a story, and the 

story is about the outsider.” 

It was very strange. 

These three layers of relationships were clearly as fragile as paper. 

Yet, there was an irresistible force that was rejecting any one of the three parties and trying to expose 

the relationship between them. 

It was like a bird in a cage, it was helpless and strengthless. 

After breaking his deep thoughts, Xu Xiaoshou suddenly said, “Thank you.” 

Su Qianqian looked over in surprise. 

Mu Zixi, if she was not mistaken, she knew her. She was Big Brother Shou’s junior sister, but she had 

only met her a few times in Tiansang Spirit Palace. 

Why did he suddenly say thank you to her? 

“It’s just to repay you,” Su Qianqian replied politely. 

“I still have to thank you. Young Master Xu doesn’t like to say thank you, so I want to say it on his 

behalf,” Xu Xiaoshou smiled. 

Su Qianqian was stunned. 

She looked at the Little Loli in the green dress in front of her and saw the seriousness on her face. 



She paused. 

Su Qianqian also smiled. 

“You’re welcome.” 

… 

The Xu Faction was in action. 

Under the orders of Leader Mu, the main force of the Fourth Dragon Range scattered poisonous seeds 

on the mountain and at the foot of the mountain, waiting for others to attack before they left. 

In the area of the main dragon range, the members of the Xu Faction were not worried about being 

attacked. 

On the contrary, they had to pray that the attackers would not anger Leader Mu, otherwise, the 

outcome would be too tragic. 

As for the dragon range that wanted to attack, only Su Qianqian dared to go alone to the Eight Dragon 

Range. 

The remaining forces of the Xu Faction were split into two big teams. 

With Tai Xing and Mo Beibei as the leaders, holding the dragon flag, they were guarded by Luo Yin, Rong 

Dahao, and the others. They went to fight for the dragon range that had yet to give birth to a dragon 

lord. 

Once they succeeded. 

Luo Yin, Rong Dahao, and the other team leaders’ combat strength would be liberated. Then, they 

would lead the other forces of the Xu Faction to other places. 

The cycle repeated. 

Until all the nine dragon ranges were taken down. 

The peak combat strength was too little, so they needed to use it sparingly. 

This was Xiao Wanfeng’s plan. 

Young Master Xu, who was also Xu Xiaoji, had decisively adopted it. 

As for Leader Mu… 

None of the members of the Xu Faction was worried about their homes being stolen. 

It was an empty city trick. 

It also meant that Leader Mu could take on a hundred people all by herself, as long as she was given the 

geographical advantage! 

Above the Fourth Dragon Range. 



Xu Xiaoshou’s Perception watched as everyone left. Only a dozen or so people left around him, and this 

was used to deceive people. 

After all, “Mu Zixi” needed to live her daily life, communicate with others, and vent her emotions. 

This was to prove to Rao Yaoyao and the other red-clothed people that the Dragon Lord of the Fourth 

Dragon Range that they saw was a normal person. 

But in reality, whether she was normal or not, that was not necessarily the case… 

Xu Xiaoshou had long drawn a clone portrait of Mu Zixi in the Yuan Mansion world. As long as there was 

a need, he could take it out directly and use it to maintain Mu Zixi’s daily life. 

The clone portrait was unable to fight. 

But defending the mountain was not the same as attacking. It was a very passive thing. It was obviously 

very compatible with the clone portrait. 

The Fourth Dragon Range, not to mention if anyone would attack the mountain. 

Even if someone attacked, the poison seeds at the foot of the mountain would be the first line of 

defense. 

After withstanding the poison gas attack from this line of defense, the attacker would still have to 

destroy the great array of the dragon range before he was qualified to fight the Fourth Dragon Range’s 

Dragon Lord. 

And during this period of time, it was enough for Xu Xiaoshou to switch back and forth between the real 

person and the portrait clone. 

The distance wasn’t a problem. 

The Vanishing Technique, Ascending to the Heavens in A Single Step, and High Spirits would perfectly 

resolve everything. 

As for what was for him after so many backup plans… 

Xu Xiaoshou stood quietly at the peak of the Fourth Dragon Range, but his spiritual senses were directed 

to his clone, Storyteller. 

Yi died. 

The Holy Divine Palace was bound to make a big move. 

Next, he had to focus on this. 

Then the question came. 

“How do we let Storyteller, without appearing to do so, be discovered by the law enforcer on his own 

initiative and unintentionally?” 
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At the core zone of the Yunlun Mountain Range. 



The battle of the Nine Dragon Range was in full swing. 

It seemed that the spiritual cultivators who survived until the second stage of the trial rarely achieved 

transcendence. 

Regardless of being active or passive, everyone was caught up in the tide. 

But there were always exceptions. 

A small number of the trial takers in the Yunlun Mountain Range did not come because of the trial, but 

Sky City. 

These stowaways were indifferent to their progress in the trial. 

They were only concerned about the Abyss Island Rift in the sky. 

… 

“When will it descend?” 

Xu Xiaoshou’s portrait clone of Storyteller was staring at Abyss Island in the distance. 

The towering ancient city stood above Dongtianwang City. Even just a corner of it had revealed its 

magnificence. 

After the portrait clone was unearthed, it had been modified twice. It no longer had the original 

appearance of Storyteller. 

Even the iconic red dress had been dyed in plain black and white. 

Storyteller couldn’t appear openly in the Yunlun Mountain Range and wait to be caught. 

What Xu Xiaoshou wanted was for the trial officer to take the initiative and discover it unintentionally. 

He did not want to give Rao Yaoyao the chance to see through it. 

“Buzz…” 

As he was strolling in the mountains, an undetectable spatial fluctuation transmitted over. 

Xu Xiaoshou immediately detected it with his spiritual senses. 

If it was in the past, he might have missed such an obscure spatial ability. 

However, after he obtained the spatial origin stone and analyzed Yi’s bounded domain from the space 

node perspective, he was immediately certain that… 

“There’s a battle nearby. Someone has opened a bounded domain!” 

The bounded domain represented the Sovereign (stage). 

Which trial taker had the cultivation level of Sovereign (stage) and dared to start a battle in the Yunlun 

Mountain Range? 

Not a single one! 



This was definitely a battle between the stowaway and the trial officer. It had happened again in an 

unknown place! 

“Finally, after so long…” Xu Xiaoshou sighed in his heart. 

He immediately controlled the portrait clone and showed a look of extreme disdain. He then muttered 

softly, “Why are there fights everywhere? They don’t let people rest, do they?” 

And then as if he had encountered some trouble and feared that he couldn’t avoid it in time, he left 

quickly. 

Sensing there was still a risk, he thought for a moment and the portrait clone drew a spatial crack. His 

body got into the crack and disappeared. 

The spatial crack was drawn. 

The scene of getting into the crack was also fake. 

But the disappearance was real. 

The effect of the portrait clone ended here. After passively triggering the trial officer’s attention, it 

immediately disappeared. 

And after it disappeared, the spatial crack also disappeared. 

It was as if no one had been here before. 

Controlling the portrait clone through space, using the portrait clone to activate the spiritual source of 

the few portrait bodies, wielding the non-existent brush, and drawing another scene where the portrait 

clone was located were things that Xu Xiaoshou had experimented with. They were the only methods 

that the clone could use. 

Other than that, the clone did not have any fighting power. 

Once it was approached and touched… 

These illusions would collapse. 

However, if it disappeared before it was touched, then what was left for others was only a fantasy and 

endless imagination. 

As for disappearing so far away, would it be that no one would notice it and he would only fantasize 

about it in his mind and end up wasting a clone… 

Xu Xiaoshou was not worried about this at all. 

There were no fools in Holy Divine Palace! 

One breath. 

Two breaths. 

In less than three breaths. 



The spatial fluctuation in the distance transformed into the shape of a black bounded domain. After 

that, the bounded domain collapsed and a black-robed law enforcer carrying an unconscious person on 

his shoulder appeared. 

“Who is it!” 

Night Guardian narrowed his eyes. Before he could retract his fierce aura after the battle, he coldly 

glanced at the location of Storyteller. 

Within the bounded domain, only the master of the bounded domain could observe the situation 

outside. 

If the master did not have strong control over the bounded domain and focused his attention on the 

matters within the bounded domain, it would be very difficult for the master to discover what was 

happening outside the bounded domain. 

However, Night Guardian was different. 

Even if the stowaway became the Sovereign (stage), he would not be a match for him. 

He finished off the stowaway in two or three moves. While interrogating him, Night Guardian discovered 

the small movements outside the bounded domain. 

A young man dressed in a black and white dress, which was the attire of the trial taker, moved around 

aimlessly in the mountains. 

This place was completely deserted, and it was not even close to the Nine Great Dragon Range. 

Logically speaking, a trial taker should not have come to this lousy place. 

In just a short while, the young trial taker seemed to have noticed that something was wrong with the 

scene. He tore open a spatial crack and escaped. 

Who could sense that there was something amiss? 

Who could easily tear open the space? 

Night Guardian immediately realized that this was another stowaway with extraordinary abilities. He 

immediately knocked out the stowaway from the bounded domain. 

But it was too late. 

The young stowaway in the black-and-white dress had left. 

Night Guardian carried the person to where the stowaway in the black-and-white dress had been. He 

used his spiritual senses to probe carefully, but he was surprised to find out. 

There wasn’t even a hint of spatial fluctuation in this area! 

Normally, even if someone used the spatial crack to escape, as long as they followed closely, the Night 

Guardian was confident that he could guess the general direction of that person through the spatial 

fluctuation. 



But now, in just a few breaths, the spatial fluctuation in this area had disappeared completely. 

“So powerful! 

“That guy could wipe out all the spatial traces?” 

Night Guardian was shocked. 

He felt that he had found a big fish. 
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It was because the method similar to this, not to mention the normal Sovereign (stage), even the Cutting 

Path (stage) might not be able to do it. 

Night Guardian was not able to do it. 

Cutting through space was possible. 

But conveniently wiping away the traces of space after leaving was completely impossible. 

Only an expert who had certain comprehension of the Space Order could do it. 

This fellow who had discovered that he was on the move and then sneaked away must be a shrewd 

person. As he could escape invisibly. that was why he dared to roam in the Yunlun Mountain Range so 

wantonly… Night Guardian thought. 

“Who could it be?” 

He paused and could not help but think of the notice that the higher-ups issued last night. 

As a Higher Void (level) of Holy Divine Palace had died in the Yunlun Mountain Range, everyone had to 

be on high alert. 

Night Guardian couldn’t help but tremble. 

Could this ability be related to the death of the Higher Void (level)? 

No matter what, if there was a discovery, they had to report it immediately. 

Night Guardian took out a special communication bead and used the Divine Secret ability to contact the 

current master of the Cloud Realm — Yu Zhiwen. 

… 

In front of the spirit mirror’s main seat. 

Yu Zhiwen didn’t sleep all night. 

This was the most difficult battle she had ever fought. 

After a night of fighting with an unknown divine sorcerer through space, her spirit was greatly depleted. 

But she could not rest yet. She had to focus on all the images in the spirit mirrors. 

If she could not find any clues in a short time, she might have let the killer escape. 



“Buzz.” 

Suddenly, the communication bead rang. 

Yu Zhiwen snapped back to her senses from watching the people. She took out one of the elixirs and 

consumed it before answering the call. 

“Miss Zhiwen, this is Night Guardian. In the area of Core Zone 163, please adjust the image of the spirit 

mirror. There should be some discoveries here,” said Night Guardian. 

Yu Zhiwen’s spirit was roused and she immediately replied, “Okay.” 

She then formed a seal. 

Very quickly, she found the Spirit Crystal image of the location of Night Guardian. 

She zoomed in on the image. The situation inside the bounded domain could not be seen clearly. But 

outside the bounded domain, there was a man who attracted people’s attention. 

“Black and white dress?” Yu Zhiwen described some notable features. 

“Yes, it’s him!” Night Guardian sent a message. “If nothing goes wrong, this person should be a 

stowaway. Moreover, likely, he did not enter using the trial jade pendant, but void rift.” 

Void rift? 

Yu Zhiwen was shocked when she heard that. 

This person should at least have the strength of the Cutting Path (stage) to be able to drift in the void rift 

and find the exact location of the Yunlun Mountain Range before coming out. 

Yu Zhiwen tried to look for the spirit mirror image that belonged to this black-and-white-dressed man 

through the trial jade pendant. 

As expected, there wasn’t any! 

“This person doesn’t have the spirit mirror image, nor does he have the trial jade pendant. He most 

likely entered through the void rift,” Yu Zhiwen became serious. 

Such a powerful stowaway had appeared in the Yunlun Mountain Range, but she failed to detect any 

trace of him beforehand. It was her dereliction of duty. 

Night Guardian said, “Trace back this person’s previous image and see where he came from. If he passed 

by area 76, then it’s very likely that he’s one of the killers.” 

Area 76 was where the Xu Faction had been stationed previously, and it was also the place of Yi’s death. 

Yu Zhiwen immediately controlled the spirit mirror image. With the man in the black and white dress as 

the center, she zoomed in and replayed the image. 

Time was going backward… 

The man in the black and white dress was traced back from Night Guardian’s side to the moment he was 

unearthed. 



The image had just ended. 

Anything further back was gone. 

Yu Zhiwen was stunned. 

This person appeared out of thin air? 

“Is there anything wrong?” Night Guardian asked. “Send me a copy of the Spirit Crystal image.” 

Yu Zhiwen immediately did as she was told. While sending, she replied, “It’s very strange. This person’s 

movements are very strange. It’s as if he doesn’t have a target. He just walks in a daze and sometimes 

stops without moving at all. He has never appeared outside of area 163 either. He just came out of the 

ground.” 

Night Guardian on the other end frowned when he heard this. 

After receiving the image, he took a look and realized that this man in black and white was just like Yu 

Zhiwen had said. Other than walking in a daze like a puppet, there was nothing strange about him. 

However, his existence itself was strange. 

“Something must be wrong!” 

The more Night Guardian looked at this person, the more he felt that something was wrong. 

Who in the world would a man like to wear a dress, even if it was a very simple black and white dress? 

He was an expert of the Cutting Path (stage), he would have his dignity! 

A Cutting Path who liked to wear dresses was discovered shortly after Yi died. Although he was far away 

from the battlefield, he could smuggle through space… 

Night Guardian felt that there was someone in his memory that matched him. 

“Oh, he has changed his clothes!” 

Yu Zhiwen replayed the Spirit Crystal and realized that the color of the man’s black and white dress 

seemed to have changed the moment he was unearthed. 

Not only that, his appearance seemed to have changed as well. 

However, the speed of the change was too fast. Coupled with the man’s unearthed movements, the 

image was very blurry and no other information could be seen. 

“Send me the portrait,” Night Guardian immediately said. 

Yu Zhiwen immediately froze the picture of the man when he was unearthed. She took the clearest 

picture in comparison and sent it over. 

When Night Guardian received the picture, the first thing that caught his eye was the eye-catching red 

dress. 

His pupils constricted. 



This red dress might only exist in the information to Yu Zhiwen of the younger generation. Thus it was 

difficult for her to connect it to anything in an instant. 

But he, Night Guardian, had met face-to-face in the White Cave… 

Saint Servant, Storyteller! 

Night Guardian took a long breath in shock. 

He had unexpectedly bumped into Storyteller and even brushed past him. Was it a coincidence? 

No matter what, the matter was so big that it was no longer useful for both he and Yu Zhiwen to 

speculate about it. 

It was related to the death of the Higher Void (level). Even if the guess of Saint Servant’s Storyteller only 

had a chance of 60 to 70%, it had to be reported to Rao Yaoyao. 

“Inform Sword Deity Rao, and send this spirit mirror image over. The suspect is temporarily the Saint 

Servant’s Storyteller. Tell her that I discovered it. I have even fought with him in the White Cave before,” 

Night Guardian told her the main information that would attract attention. 

Yu Zhiwen’s heart skipped a beat. 

Saint Servant’s Storyteller? 

Wasn’t this one of the main culprits that Rao Yaoyao had speculated about the truth behind Yi’s death? 

“Alright!” 

Yu Zhiwen didn’t dare to delay. She immediately gathered all the information and passed it to Senior 

Rao. 

Then, she looked at the spirit mirror image in a daze. 

If it was the Saint Servant’s Storyteller, what was the purpose of this exposure? 

From the spirit mirror’s image, Storyteller was aimless between when he was unearthed and when he 

was seen by Night Guardian. It was as if he was strolling around. 

But how could it be? 

He was such a big target and he was strolling around the Yunlun Mountain Range. Was he afraid that he 

would not be noticed or exposed? 

“That’s not right!” 

Yu Zhiwen sank in her thoughts. She had discovered an anomaly. 

Storyteller was indeed strolling around, but every time he walked for a while, he would stop. It was as if 

he had gone offline. He would either squat or stand there. And then, he would look up at the sky and 

stop moving. 

“He doesn’t look like Storyteller. He looks more like a puppet…” 



Yu Zhiwen was suspicious. 

Weren’t these the actions of a puppet that had lost its owner’s control? 

To deduce that he was the Saint Servant’s Storyteller was obviously ruled out. 

Moreover, Storyteller had entered Abyss Island. 

If this was his clone, was it because of the separation of the two worlds that had caused the 

disconnection, and therefore what Night Guardian had seen? 

Yu Zhiwen did not know how strong the ability of Storyteller’s clone was, and if the main clone and the 

clone were separated by space, would they affect each other? 

However, Storyteller’s status was so high and his strength was so strong. Such a situation shouldn’t have 

appeared, right? 

“There must be another reason!” 

Yu Zhiwen felt that there must be something that she never had her finger on before. 

She was waiting for Rao Yaoyao’s reply. 

Perhaps only the knowledgeable Senior Rao could help her answer. 

But at this moment, a strange sound came from the sky. It was like the demon in the valley was hissing, 

and it was also like the demon’s wind whimpering. 

“Coo..” 

The sound came from above. 

Yu Zhiwen raised her eyes, and her Star Eyes suddenly trembled. 

On top, the Abyss Island Rift which was originally extremely quiet was like a bloody mouth that wanted 

to swallow everything at this moment. It suddenly opened! 

 


